
QUARTZ CO. LAUNCHES A POP-UP STORE SERIES ACROSS CANADA



THE PREMIUM OUTERWEAR BRAND OPENS ITS DOORS IN MONTREAL AND TORONTO’S  
RENOWNED SHOPPING DISTRICTS

Montreal, Canada, October 5, 2021 — Quartz Co. is bringing its design-led performance outerwear  
to cities across Canada in its first-ever pop-up series. The Montreal-based brand opens its doors 
to a Fall/Winter residency at Toronto’s Yorkdale Shopping Centre and on Montreal’s Ste Catherine 
Street—offering an immersive Northern-inspired shopping experience to two of the country’s most  
famous commercial retail districts. The label has enlisted Montreal’s Rainville Sangaré and Baillat  
Studio to develop and execute both experiential spaces. The series is a landmark moment for Quartz Co. 
and is the first time the brand has opened a brick-and-mortar space in the city of Toronto.

The two temporary spaces draw their inspiration from the Northern lifestyle — the North’s minimalist  
design sensibilities and rugged landscapes — and Quartz Co.’s own performance garments. To bring 
this vision to life, the brand has collaborated for a second time with Montreal-based design agency  
Rainville Sangaré. The agency uses its expertise in noble materials and manufacturing processes to create  
a series of contemporary, clean-lined interiors that balance aesthetics and atmosphere with mer-
chandising. In addition to Canadian pine wood furniture, the studio has designed state-of-the-art 
concrete tables and stainless steel display racks to present the product. The three disparate materials 
were chosen to embody the sparse and multifaceted look of Canada’s Nordic regions. The Yorkdale  
location features quilted, cocooned walls and an entrance made from repurposed fabrics sourced from  
Quartz Co.’s factory.
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Quartz Co. has also collaborated with Montreal-based multiplatform production and design studio  
Baillat Studio to create experiential window display concepts for both locations. For the Yorkdale window 
installation, the studio recreated a blizzard with a jacket from Quartz Co.’s new FW21 collection at its 
center, symbolizing the elemental protection the brand is known for. The Ste-Catherine Street window 
foregrounds the brand’s core elements and minimalist aesthetic with a floating, mirror logo and baffle 
curtain made from the brand’s signature performance fabrics.

Both pop-ups feature the entirety of Quartz Co.’s newly-launched Fall/Winter 2021 Collection, titled New 
Horizons. The offering includes both men’s and women’s performance winter jackets and coats, crafted 
with ethically-sourced traceable down and  this season’s new recycled nylon PERTEX®.

Merging industrial precision and artistic expression with nods to the label’s performance expertise, these 
pop-up spaces reflect how Quartz Co. creates and manufactures its outerwear. Their interiors speak to 
the brand’s mission to create design-led products that champion local production and know-how.
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ABOUT QUARTZ CO.

Founded in Canada in 1997, Quartz Co. is a leader in the premium outerwear industry, both nationally and 
abroad. Its seasonal jackets and coats are recognized for their quality, durability, lightweight construc-
tion, and resistance to cold climates. Since being acquired in 2015, Quartz Co. has been helmed by 
young entrepreneurs and engineers, Jean-Philippe, François-Xavier, and Guillaume Robert. Under their 
leadership, Quartz Co. advances a new generation of modern outerwear that fuses cutting-edge design, 
high-tech performance, Canadian expertise, and sustainable practices to wholly embody the Northern 
lifestyle. Quartz Co. products are sold at major fashion centres and premium outdoor stores in over 15 
countries, primarily in Canada, the United States, Germany, France, Japan, Norway and Greenland. Firmly 
established in Quebec, Quartz Co. has two factories, one in Victoriaville and one in Montreal, a flagship 
store next to its design studio and headquarters in the Mile End district of Montreal, and pop-up shops 
across Canada.
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